Wipro – AWS Launch Pad
introduces Awslo, the
first humanoid from Wipro
Experience innovation in action

With rapid advancements in robotic innovation, organizations are increasingly looking at transforming their
working environments by utilizing more and more robots to work intrinsically as human collaborators.
Awslo, a five feet, high-tech humanoid, introduced by Wipro–AWS Launch Pad is irrefutable proof that the future
is already here. The robot can take on any customer facing role with élan – be it handling airline check in, or
donning the hat of a security assistant, tour guide, or hotel receptionist.

Awslo supports healthcare workers
fighting against COVID-19 in hospitals...
• Carrying out routine temperature checks
• Connecting patients to doctors through
video sessions
• Ensuring cleanliness by disinfecting surfaces
and floors

Awslo assists in Airport terminals to
support staff and ensure passenger
satisfaction...
• Guiding passengers to appropriate
service desks
• Providing self-service check-ins
• Managing bag drops, information for tourists
and general airport support

Awslo helps improve engagement and
customer flow through Banks and
Insurance organizations…
• Assisting with seamless customer check-in
and registration
• Engaging with prospective clients for lead
generation and awareness
• Enabling customers with information and
guidance prior to their appointment

Awslo enhances guest satisfaction with a
seamless hotel concierge experience…
• Handling bags and providing helpful tourist
information
• Supporting staff with personalized check-in
and room tours for customers
• Reducing staff workloads without sacrificing a
personalized experience

Would you like to learn about Awslo and how humanoids are being employed
around the globe?
Visit the AWS Launch Pad to schedule your virtual session!
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Wipro Limited (NYSE: WIT, BSE:
507685, NSE: WIPRO) is a leading
global information technology,
consulting and business process
services company. We harness the
power of cognitive computing,
hyper-automation, robotics, cloud,
analytics and emerging technologies
to help our clients adapt to the digital
world and make them successful.
A company recognized globally for its
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strong commitment to sustainability
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have over 200,000 dedicated
employees serving clients across six
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ideas and connect the dots to build a
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